
CANDACE’S RECOMMENDATIONS 

 OF EVEN BETTER BOOKS (THAN JOANNE’S) 

 

Alcott, Kate. A Touch of Stardust.  Set against the backdrop of Gone with the Wind, a young aspiring 
scriptwriter from Indiana moves to Hollywood where she becomes friends with Carole Lombard and Clark 
Gable. 
 
Allen, Anne R. The Gatsby Game.  One of the unsolved mysteries of Hollywood, in 1973 a young man was 
found dead on the set of The Burt Reynold's movie The Man Who Loved Cat Dancing. This is what may have 
happened. 
 
Chiaverini, Jennifer. Mrs. Grant and Madame Jule.  The love story of Ulysses S. Grant and his adoring wife Julie 
is played out against the backdrop of abolition efforts, the Civil War, and the Reconstruction era. 
 
Churchwell, Sarah. Careless People: Murder, Mayhem and the Invention of The Great Gatsby. A fascinating 
history of 1922, the Fitzgerald's, and the crowd they ran with, and how it shaped the writing of The Great Gatsby and it's 
characters 
 
Duffy, Brendan. House of Echoes.  When a young couple and their sons move to a bucolic village in upstate 
New York, they hope to start a new life. Surprise! Stark, emotionally affective, and truly creepy. But in a good 
way! 
 
Hornby, Nick. Funny Girl. This is a delightful froth of a novel, filled with 1960's pop culture references, about 
an English working class girl who becomes a sitcom star in the days of Carnaby Street, the Beatles and the 
musical Hair. Delightful!  
 
King, Stephen. Revival.  King is at the top of his form with this tale of a young boy whose childhood friendship 
with an eccentric minister will have lifelong repercussions. Truly creepy! 
 
O'Nan, Stewart. West of Sunset.   A heartbreaking look at the last three years of life of the great F. Scott 
Fitzgerald, when he was trying to pay Zelda ' s hospital bills and support his daughter with humiliating work as 
a Hollywood screenwriter. 
 
Short, Martin. I Must Say. A witty, heartbreaking, and surprisingly poignant story of how a show-obsessed kid from 
Canada transformed himself into a comedic legend, while dealing with the loss of his parents and brother before he 
turned twenty, and his lifelong love story with his late wife. 
 
Smith, Lee. Guests on Earth.    Abandoned upon the death of her mother, Evalina is sent to a hospital for the 
insane, though she is perfectly sane. Over the years, the patients become her family. 
  
Van Praag, Mena. The Dress Shop of Dreams.  Fun, fun, fun! A woman who owns a magical dress shop helps 
others find the love of their lives, but things don't always turn out as she plans. 
 
Whitehouse, Lucie. Before We Met.  A gripping cat and mouse, romantic suspense thriller that will leave you 
gasping at the tense, unexpected climax! 
 


